
Longhu by Fei Hu Wins Bronze in A' Interior
Design Awards

Longhu

Fei Hu's Innovative Longhu Hotel Design

Recognized with Prestigious A' Design

Award in Interior Space and Exhibition

Design Categoryc

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 6, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, one of the world's most

prestigious and well-recognized design

competitions, has announced Fei Hu's

innovative work, "Longhu," as the

Bronze winner in the Interior Space

and Exhibition Design category. This

highly respected award celebrates the

outstanding creativity and practicality

of Hu's hotel design, positioning it as a

significant contribution to the interior

design industry.

Longhu's recognition in the A' Interior

Space, Retail and Exhibition Design

Award highlights its relevance to current trends and needs within the hospitality sector. The

design's unique features, such as its jade dragon-inspired architecture and harmonious display

of traditional Chinese elements, align with the industry's growing appreciation for culturally-

inspired spaces that offer immersive experiences for guests.

Fei Hu's Longhu Hotel design stands out for its thoughtful integration of the jade dragon concept

throughout the interior space. The abstract expression of dragon and phoenix shapes in the

lobby creates a captivating atmosphere that engages guests and connects them with the

building's cultural narrative. The use of curved walls and ultra-thin marble slabs demonstrates

Hu's innovative approach to materials and space optimization.

The Bronze A' Design Award for Longhu serves as a testament to Fei Hu's dedication to pushing

the boundaries of interior design. This recognition is expected to inspire future projects within

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-designer.php?profile=353676
https://commercialinterioraward.com


the firm, fostering further exploration of culturally-driven design solutions that prioritize guest

experience and innovative use of space and materials.

Interested parties may learn more at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=159585

About Fei Hu

Fei Hu is a design expert with more than 20 years of experience in the interior design field. He

has led and completed numerous iconic interior design and real estate projects across China,

accumulating extensive experience in providing design solutions for luxury residential, hotel

commercial, and public cultural projects in collaboration with well-known brand companies. Hu's

work has been recognized with multiple gold, silver, and bronze awards in design competitions

and has been featured in many professional interior design publications.

About Bronze A' Design Award

The Bronze A' Design Award recognizes outstanding designs that showcase a high degree of

creativity and practicality. It acknowledges the dedication and skill of designers who produce

work that stands out for its thoughtful development and innovative use of materials and

technology. Winning designs are recognized for their professional execution and potential to

positively influence industry standards. The Bronze A' Design Award is a prestigious recognition

granted to designs that demonstrate creativity, ingenuity, and astuteness in the Interior Space

and Exhibition Design category, based on criteria such as innovative use of space, material

selection excellence, functional layout design, color scheme mastery, lighting design proficiency,

and sustainable design practice.

About A' Design Award

The A' Interior Space, Retail and Exhibition Design Award is a highly respected international

competition that promotes excellence in design and innovation within the interior design

industry. Welcoming a diverse range of participants, from visionaries and leading agencies to

innovative companies and influential brands, the award provides a platform to demonstrate

creativity and gain global recognition. The A' Design Award is an international and juried

competition, organized annually since 2008 across all design disciplines. Entries undergo a

rigorous blind peer-review process, evaluated by an expert jury panel based on pre-established

criteria. By recognizing and celebrating pioneering designs, the A' Design Award aims to make

the world a better place through the transformative power of good design, inspiring and

advancing the global design community.

To learn more about the A' Design Awards, explore jury members, view past laureates, and

participate with your projects, visit: https://interiorinnovationaward.com
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/725580593
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